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Abstract :  Routers perform many tasks like switching, scheduling, buffering of packets etc. The most 

important among them is the IP address lookup. As there is a rapid growth in the internet, fast IP address 

lookup is crucial. Therefore, various existing efficient approaches for IP address lookup have been 

summarized in this paper. 

 

IndexTerms - Address lookup, longest prefix matching, binary tree, trie, binary trie. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The important task of a router is to check the final destination IP address of a packet and forward it to that 

address. Many existing efficient approaches employ the well known longest matching prefix approach. This 

is to identify the item which should be utilised for a particular packet address in the routing table. It involves 

checking the forwarding or routing table for the longest prefix that fits the incoming packet’s destination 

address. Many architectures, algorithms and approaches like hashing based schemes, trie based schemes, 

binary search schemes etc have been proposed which have been summarized in this paper.     

II. SURVEY 

[1] For the purpose of looking up the IP address in software faster, the data structure LC-trie is proposed. 

The performance is very high, upto 1 million IP addresses can be processed  on a pentium 133 Mhz 

computer. The fundamental idea of this paper is that comparing different strings which have identical lengths 

or lengths which is less than a word (typically the largest integer in a single instruction the computer can 

process) is essentially a constant cost. Thus it’s better to compare more bits at once to limit the memory 

accesses the system has to perform and the number of comparisons it has to do. By constructing IP-routing 

tables as level-compressed tries, it is proven how they may be concisely described and effectively searched. 

Generis data structure is used which is not based on any arbitrary preconceptions about the prefix length 

distribution in routing tables. Merely that an address is a binary string is assumed. Despite the fact that the 

data structure makes no explicit presumptions regarding address distribution, it adjusts nicely: The sparse 

sections of the trie are compressed via path compression, whereas the dense sections are compressed by level 

compression. 

 

[2] Assess the performance of modern IP address lookup algorithms concerning scalability, speed of 

lookup and overhead of update. Describes the addressing architecture like classful addressing scheme, CIDR 

addressing scheme which is important to routing architecture. They Illustrate some of the classical solutions 

like a binary trie approach, path-compressed tries. Using multibit tries, the search on prefix lengths is 

described. Report that exact matching is more simple than longest prefix matching. In order to enable 

speedier search, the lookup techniques examined in this paper alter prefixes by performing regulated 

disaggregation. Because original prefixes are typically converted into multiple prefixes, adding, deleting, or 

modifying a single prefix necessitates updating several entries, but in the worst scenario, the complete data 

structure must be reconstructed. As a result, lookup time and incremental update time trade-off must be 

considered in general. A framework is given and categorises the schemes based on the algorithm-data 

structure view. 

 

[3] Suggests an optimal binary trie structure which is called priority trie to solve the IP address lookup 

problem utilizing range representation of prefixes. On a number line, without growing to the maximum 

length, the prefixes are expressed as ranges within 0 and 1 in this range format. The lowest range that 

includes the input address is the best match for a particular input address. The priority trie is built by taking 

trie structure as the base for design, with the priority prefix that is the longest with many in the subtrie rooted 

with the empty nodes replacing the trie's empty internal nodes. When an input matches a priority prefix, the 

search is completed, considerably improving the performance of search. The suggested priority trie performs 
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exceptionally well in performance parameters such as scalability, memory size, lookup speed, update 

performance as demonstrated by real-world routing data. 

 

[4] SuggestS that the absence of a structured approach for comparing and sorting strings of varied lengths 

when some are prefixes of others, is the basic issue impeding the application of common tree architectures to 

the IP lookup problem such as m-way trees. As a result, the first step is to design a simple mechanism for 

comparing and sorting IP address prefixes. Later, for applying the familiar data structures to the IP lookup 

problem, the prefix data is changed and is tuned. A binary prefix tree and methods for sorting and 

constructing the index structure. It works well for the problem of longest prefix matching because it utilises 

memory space of O(n). Static and dynamic m-way prefix trees are offered as two types of m-way trees. 

 

[5] Presents an efficient binary search technique for IP address lookup. The suggested binary tree's depth 

is very near to the minimal bound, so when compared to  earlier techniques, it leads to a significantly lower 

count of worst case memory accesses. The suggested approach can be employed in realistic routers for 

software based lookup of address and uses a modest amount of memory. The data from real-world backbone 

routers with varying numbers of prefixes is obtained and tested with the suggested binary tree. When this was 

compared to the tree obtained in [4], the suggested binary tree has a 0.4 to 0.8 percent more computational 

time overhead. 

 

[6] Inspected a realistic IP address lookup strategy in which the problem of longest prefix matching is 

converted to the exact matching problem. The forwarding table in the proposed design is made up of 

numerous SRAMs, all of which reflect a single prefix address lookup table. 

Every address lookup table is subjected to hashing methods for locating similar entries in parallel, with the 

entry matching the longest prefix being chosen. A huge routing table  having 37,000 entries is compressed to 

a 189 kb forwarding table and for each of two memory accesses, one route lookup on average is achieved, 

according to experiments utilizing MAE-WEST router’s data. The suggested technique is an outstanding 

hardware architecture that conducts the process of address lookups with a modest quantity of memory and a 

fair number of access to memory. 

 

[7] Offset Encoded Trie (OET) is a unique offset encoding scheme for IP address lookup which is a 

memory-efficient approach proposed in this work.Without the pointers for next hop and the child pointers, 

OET’s every node carries simply an offset value and a next hop. To calculate the address of the next node to 

be searched, every node of traversal utilizes the offset value and bitmap of next hop as two offsets. The 

proposed OET uses much less memory when compared to earlier multi-bit trie systems, according to the 

performance study on real-world IP prefix tables. Testing on real IPv6 and IPv4 prefix tables, for example, 

demonstrates that the OET saves 55 to 63 percent and 60 to 76 percent of memory, respectively when 

compared to the Tree Bitmap Trie. 

 

[8] A bloom filter which is onchip determines a node’s membership in an offchip trie in previous 

proposed techniques, reducing the number of access to trie since the accesses to nodes which are not existing 

in the trie could be filtered out by Bloom filter. For the IP address lookup problem, a new method is proposed 

by using Bloom filter. Experiments convey that the best prefix which matches can be determined on average 

by with only one off-chip access and with a Bloom filter of appropriate size in the worst case in this method. 

 

[9] Proposes a novel IP address lookup strategy which is based on prefix length binary search.The 

suggested technique employs leaf-pushing instead of the prior binary search approach on prefix length, which 

involves extensive computations done initially of markers and the prefixes that best match in the inner nodes. 

In leaf-pushed trees, primitive binary search is conducted on prefix length.It achieves excellent results while 

using an acceptable amount of memory, in terms of memory access count required for an address lookup. 

The results obtained from the performance study also reveal that the suggested system performs well in terms 

of scalability and speed of lookup. 

 

[10] Suggests a trie structure based algorithm. But here the priority prefixes substitute internal nodes 

which are empty. As the search may be completed instantly after the priority prefix is matched with the input, 

the suggested algorithm's longest prefix matching is more efficient. This priority trie performs admirably in 

terms of lookup speed, scalability and the memory requirement according to the findings of the evaluation for 

performance. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

As IP address lookup is the most important function that a router has to perform, it is crucial to use the 

most efficient approach. This paper is a summary of the many approaches used for IP address lookup. 
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